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ABOUT VASA
VASA in an online center for media studies. The
VASA mission is to provide an internet platform
for disseminating the work of theorist and image
makers on a global scale. The VASA community
shares an interest in media studies, photography,
film/video and sound.
To meet its mission, VASA supports online curated
exhibitions; film/video screenings; the Journal on
Images and Culture (VJIC); The VASA Front Page
Project and other programs.
This publication, provided free to an international
audience, was made possible by VASA staff and
supporters.
The e-catalog is designed as an interactive internetbased publication. The content of this publication
is linked to the exhibitions, essays, and video/film
series on the VASA site (http://vasa-project.com).
All images and texts are under © of the author /
artist / VASA.
Users need to be connected to the Internet for
interaction with the on-line programs on VASA.
Users may freely move between this publication
and VASA website.
This publication may be used as a stand-alone
digital publication.

VASA was founded in July of 2009 and is directed
by its founder Roberto Muffoletto.
VASA curators, editors, design and production team
and contributors are all volunteers. VASA hosts no
ads, is not supported by grants or sells anything.
VASA is a non-profit making organization. VASA
Membership is free.
Visit VASA: http://vasa-project.com
Contact:
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Director:
Roberto Muffoletto (roberto@vasa-project.com)
Social Media Manager:
Annie Niland
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Front Page Projects

VA S A F R ON T PA G E PROJECTS

The VASA FRONT PAGE PROJECT
presents the work of photographers, video,
and sound artists
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Masood Sarwer
India

Front Page Projects

Burning Both Ends
Front Page Project #44

It’s a story of every young girl in Murshidabad district of West

Bengal state in India. who are seen rolling beedi from dark dingy
rooms to open spaces making it India’s largest centre for beedi
rollers.
Mothers teach their daughters the art of rolling beedi from the age
of 5 and before puberty, girls gain mastery over rolling beedi. Most
of the beedi workers admit their children to school, but a majority
of girls are pulled out of education by the time they complete
primary school to support their family’s income.
Families encourage girls to roll beedi, this ensures them a good
marriage and if not married then she still continues to be an earning
member. Is this what is desired for children? Where are the rights of
the child? Is economic value the only value of the girl?
Around 1.7 million children are engaged in India’s beedi industry.
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Taha Ahmad
India

Front Page Projects

Swan Song of the Badlas
Front Page Project #45

Mukaish Badla is a form of embroidery, which at its peak flourished

in the Indian city of Lucknow. At its peak, in the 18th century, the art
form travelled to different parts of the world, but is now restricted to a
few narrow lanes of the old city of Lucknow.
The art was basically introduced by the Nawabs, who ruled the city,
to beautify another form of embroidery called chickankari — which
still persists in the Indian subcontinent. Mukaish, however, ended
up becoming an independent style and flourished across the city in
the past. This form of embroidery was first developed for the ruling
class that resided in the city as part of their finery since Mukaish work
initially used precious metals like gold and silver to make metallic
wires.
The artisans who perform this art were at the time referred to as
Badlas. They perform this craft by inserting metallic wires of gold
and silver into the fabric eventually twisting it to create magnificent
metallic embroidery on the fabric. These artisans, who devote their
lives to the art form make a bare minimum of $2-3 per day, for
concentrating and working in extremely harsh conditions for 10 hours
everyday.
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Raj Kamal
India

Front Page Projects

The Sound of Silence

Front Page Project #46

These self-portraits depict the reality of my life, which I dare not speak
about openly in our society. These works are about my inner emotions
and certain life incidents from my past.
I feel highly desperate to do this kind of work because it helps me
understand myself better and gives me that supreme strength to speak
out my heart. My work is highly poignant, but it expresses basic
human nature and struggles, which I have faced over the years.
These self-portraits are my personalized form of expression because
when I work I transform into my subject and the material of my art.
These feelings give me a deeper understanding of myself during
this process and time. Mainly I work on a series. These are like
snapshots that explore various aspects of my emotions. Each one is
approached and created with utter abandonment resulting in a work
that communicates and exposes raw emotion to the viewer. This
exploration helps me engage more deeply with my personal space and
time.
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Ximena Echague
Belgium / USA

Front Page Projects

Chinese Dream

Front Page Project #47

China has changed more over the last 30 years than any other country

in human history. This change has affected directly the life of 1300
million people (one human being out of 5) and transformed the whole
world economic map, with many regions now depending more and
more on Chinese trade and investment. When compared with the
British led industrial revolution that redefined the world at the time, the
Chinese revolution concerns 40 times more people and its happening
far more rapidly.
The reforms launched by Deng Xiao Ping were not only an economic
but also a social revolution. They have lifted more than 500 million
Chinese (the entire population of Europe) out of poverty and into the
consumer age and have produced the largest ever migration, with over
250 million Chinese from the poorer western provinces moving to the
richer and freer coastal cities like Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangdong.
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Andrea Torrei
Italy

Front Page Projects

Portrait of Woman

Front Page Project #48

In the crazy chaos of public places sometimes come quiet moments

of time and space and the least and the nicest unexpected. Portrait
of woman is an ongoing project about women I met by chance in
towns and villages in different countries around the world. It portrays
an instant in their culture and personal lives. The random request of
information, a look, a smile, a mutual friendly curiosity, all trigger a
sudden personal exchange when, with my camera, I capture an instant,
a feeling, a certain detail of two strangers that have put aside their
mistrust. It is a moment frozen in time when and where, as Mary Ellen
Mark says, you always leave part of yourself behind.
Andrea Torrei is an Italian photographer based in Italy. She studied
photography at CSF Adams and at Officine Fotografiche in Rome and
attended several seminars and workshops exploring different genres,
approaches and visions.
Street and documentary photography are her main interests working
mainly on personal projects with special attention to gender and social
issues.
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Jean-Pierre Duvergé
France

Front Page Projects

Peuple Indien

Front Page Project #49

“My work can be considered as a political message because the

knowledge about the other can lead to the love for each the other and
therefore leading to a peaceful existence.”
Jean-Pierre Duvergé is an adventurer, an explorer, an experience
seeker and a photographer who is constantly tied to his camera.
He has travelled extensively to many parts of the world including
countries in Asia and Africa. This series of portraits made in the
south of India is what I found particularly intriguing being an Indian
myself. Jean-Pierre’s subjects somehow seem to be enjoying this
curious attention of a visiting foreigner, and vice versa.
An avid traveller, his love for people and portraits creates a unique
blend of his own charm, an eagerness to connect and a visual
sensibility. Even though he knows only French, and thus speaks
only in French even with the non French speaking world. He is a
great example of how the barrier of multiple and diverse languages
around the world can be broken by recreating a personal world of
communion through human touch and vision.
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VASA Exhibitions

VA S A E X H IB ITIONS

VASA ONLINE EXHIBITION PROGRAM
hosts the work of established and emerging artists
in sound, photography, and the digital media arts
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Sandeep Biswas
India

VASA Exhibitions

India’s Story of Triumph Over Polio; Rajasthan
Curator: Roberto Muffoletto

The VASA exhibition by Sandeep Biswas, a photographer living

and working in India, provides the viewer with two approaches
to documentary and journalism. The first exhibit “India’s Story
of Triumph Over Polio” documents the efforts of UNICEF to
eliminate polio from India. Sandeep was a member of a team of
photographers assigned to record the efforts by health officials
and communities. The second exhibition entitled “Rajasthan”
documents various cultural aspects of the historical region was
an assignment from Mana Hotel. Both assignments are for book
publication.
Taken as a whole the VASA exhibition is a demonstration of the
use of the camera in the documentary tradition. The polio work
(for UNICEF) shows us time after time young children being
immunized. There is a brief series of images showing some older
children in what appears to be a garbage dump, setting some of the
conditions that some children experience and emerge out of (or
never). The rest of the work points us to health workers dropping
the life saving drug into the mouths of babies and young children.
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Michael Amrose
USA

VASA Exhibitions

Abstraction

Curator: Roberto Muffoletto

Photography’s roots are found in the re-presentation of objects,

spaces and details recorded through a lens and onto a responsive
surface (film or chip). Early viewers marveled at the camera’s
(and operator) ability to record the world around us. As the
technology improved, processes and treatments evolved (darkrooms
to lightrooms), so did our cultural thirst for seeing environments
never before experienced. Cameras placed inside the human body
to recording devices planted in objects traveling into deep space,
camera produced images impacted how we understand the universe;
ourselves and the place we live in. The magic of photography, lens
made imagery, is its ability to re-present the world we know; the
image was our mirror.
The work of Michael Amrose moves us to another location, not the
external world of objects and mirrors, representations with historical
socially attached meanings, but to an internal one where experience
is not based upon predefined meanings, but an internal translation,
not fixed by the lens, but fluid within the mind.
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Sudharak Olwe
India

VASA Exhibitions

In Search of Dignity and Justice
Curator: Sandeep Biwas

The two bodies of works “In Search of Dignity and Justice” and

“Thrice Opporessed” might look like completely separate stories
and issues as well as dealt with a completely a different sensibilty
respectively by Sudharak Olwe. The two have a very strong
connection together. Both issues have emerged out of the same
society and history of an ancient Indian culture, that has found it
convenient to oppress the other in the name of Cast and Gender
to create a power that can control the two. Both have been given
definite roles to play in their society, but have been barred from
questioning about their equality and rights, somewhere isolating
both.
Sudharak in both the visual stories, while taking the onus of telling
their untold stories, has made a genuine effort to reach out to these
communities, and questioned these probably intentionally ignored
human violations. In both cases somewhere it seems as if each
person is nothing more than a biological machine to satisfy certain
needs of the higher beings. They can be expendable as well as
replacable in case of a functional failure.
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Chiara Dazi
Italy

VASA Exhibitions

Moldova

Curator: Igor Manko

On 2 September 1990, after Chisinau had declared a shared

Moldovan-Romanian linguistic and cultural identity, the Pridnestrovian
Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic (Transnistria) was proclaimed in
the eastern part of the country. Violence escalated in the fall of 1990
and further intensified throughout early 1992. The Soviet Army entered
the conflict on Transnistria side in its final stage, opening fire against
Moldovan forces and killing about 700 people. Moldova has since
then had no effective control or influence on Transnistrian authorities.
A ceasefire agreement, signed on 21 July 1992, has held to the present
day. Those events made the country stuck in its Soviet past with all
the pro-EU aspirations smothered by its unrecognized self-proclaimed
separatist province.
Chiara Dazi is an Italian photographer based in Berlin and Chisinau.
Chiara was born in the Italian Povalley, studied languages and received
a degree in communication sciences at the University di Bologna with
a thesis on German Ostalgie (nostalgia for the former GDR).
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VASA Exhibitions

Group exhibition

Ukraine: In Search of Lost Identity

Ukraine

Curators: Igor Manko, Yaroslav Solop

Throughout its history Ukraine has been part of various Eastern

European political unions: the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the 14th
century, the Commonwealth of the Polish Kingdom two centuries
later, then Austro-Hungarian and Russian empires that made
Ukrainians fight against each other during WW1. Finally, in 1921,
the country found itself in the 70-year-long embrace of the Soviet
Union. Living under the communist regime had a great impact on all
aspects of existence in Ukraine, then a Soviet republic, changing its
population, prevailing language, the attitudes and the overall mode
of life in general. Even today, almost 28 years after Ukraine’s newly
acquired independence in 1991, the residue of that ideological legacy
is a handicap stymieing the long-awaited transformation.

.
Image © Kostia Smolyaninov
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An artistic mind is intrinsically sensitive to incongruities and
discrepancies in the workings of the social mechanism. This
exhibition offers the artistic reflections of six photographers on
different social phenomena that visualize the peculiar features of
Ukrainian identity.
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Grace Graupe-Pillard
USA

VASA Exhibitions

Grace Delving into Art
Curator: Carla Della Beffa

Artists working with their bodies follow two paths: one, which I dislike

because of the masochism it implies, goes to extremes of suffering,
saying it’s an accusation of what society puts women through: Gina
Pane, Ana Mendieta, Regina José Galindo... The other one is still an
accusation but it is more political and much more cathartic, as in the
performances of Carolee Schneemann and Marina Abramovic. You
might like or dislike or disapprove of them, but they do something
more, and better, than cutting up one’s body or burying it into sand
and mud. In any case, when these women performed in the nude they
were young and rather beautiful.
Accepting your mature body requires courage. For Graupe-Pillard,
showing it in her works is a means of questioning the given ideas
about femininity, art, society, and is more than many artists would be
able and willing to do. And she does it with humor, a great passion
for art and her brilliant knowledge of it. Grace Delving into Art
can be seen as a series of art history lessons that won’t be easily
forgotten. As Robert Mahoney (article on Yahoo, 2013) wrote: “By
her posture, her pose...she makes a statement about the art. It’s an art
review by an artist using her body and not her voice.”
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Pooja Iranna
India

VASA Exhibitions

Contemplating The Urban
Curator: Sandeep Biwas

Pooja’s use of photograpic imagery playfully juxtaposes multiples

layers with her technique and her introspection that overlaps the
past, the present and a perception of the future. She is an artist of
multiple skills and has used painting, sculpture, installation, video
and photography to deal with her visual exploration as an artist. She
over the years adapted the use of the new media taking her vision to
multiple surreal levels.
Pooja clearly quotes that “ The use of the lens gives her the
opportunity to express the changes around her with help of the
contemporary spaces in form of digitally manipulated photographs
and videos”. Her works gives the viewer the opportunity to question
that new world full of changes while just flowing along with it.
Somewhere her still imagery and the moving images, both transport
you to another universe so suddenly, that we start to accept it as
our present reality with the past somehow getting erased out of our
minds.
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Errol Daniels
USA

VASA Exhibitions

Santeria and Transgender
Curator: Roberto Muffoletto

The VASA exhibition of two portfolios, “Santeria” and

“Transgender” by American photographer Errol Daniel, presents
a look into two worlds that many of us would never have the
opportunity to experience. “Santeria” is a reportage on an AfroCuban religion and “Transgender” presents portraits of members
from the transgender community (the LGBQ community). Daniels,
as noted on his website, is drawn to people and situations that speak
out with tradition, culture, and life. His work ranges from tattoo
parlors to boarding homes, with his most recent giving voice and
image to those reentering society after incarceration (book title:”
Coming Home”).
Visiting the VASA exhibition, the viewer cannot be a casual traveler
walking their way through his images. As he records his notations,
Daniels is giving us a subjective window to his understandings and
interests while providing the concerned viewer (reader) with a sense
or illusion of being there.
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Brigitte Konyen
Austria

VASA Exhibitions

Between Fact and Fiction
Curator: Roberto Muffoletto

The VASA exhibition by Brigitte Konyen entitled “Between Fact and
Fiction” contains four portfolios: Snapshots, Family Album, Enfance
(childhood) and All or Nothing. Her work is a mixture of collage,
image manipulation and family album.

Konyen states that her reconstruction of her family history is a
play between facts understood as historical and the fiction of her
creation. She asks us to connect various elements of photographs
reconstructed into historical collages, a family album showing
images of her and her father (a fictional construction) and another
set of family photographs viewed through pergamin interleaving
filtering out a clear view of the past. In the end the viewer is given a
glimpse of an exhibition display that refers to a personal genealogy
reconstructing her history of unfilled loves and “whose who”; a
construction of fictional relationships between her and “pop” stars,
teenage dreams and longings for love. Viewed as individual series
the exhibition loses its impact and focus. Seen collectively they refer
to an organized whole whose structural base provides the foundation
to a constructed history or herstory.
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Lesia Maruschak
Canada

VASA Exhibitions

Project MARIA

Curator: Roberto Muffoletto

Project MARIA memorializes the millions of victims of the 1932-33

famine in Soviet Ukraine – an event widely thought to be genocidal.
While the number of victims is a highly debated point, it is clear that
the famine was political and intentional: a state-sponsored assault
on a single ethnic group as part of the Soviet Union’s new socioeconomic model that required the subjugation of a sizable population
whose national consciousness stood in the way of the new order.
I have never forgotten the stories one survivor told me as I was a
growing up on the Canadian prairies. She was a youth during the
famine and described a gnawing hunger and how she resorted to
eating the soles of her shoes, to survive. These images and feelings
have never left me. I read witness testimonies including that of
Tetiana. She recalled that her sister, “had a large, swollen stomach,
and her neck was long and thin like a bird’s neck. People didn’t look
like people — they were more like starving ghosts.” These accounts
made such an impression on my young mind and I’ve carried them
with me throughout my entire life as I searched for my identity as a
Canadian of Ukrainian descent.
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Benedetta Montini
Italy

VASA Exhibitions

Photoperformer

Curator: Roberto Muffoletto

The work of Benedetta Montini displayed in this VASA exhibition is

first of all a performance. As with all artist their creative efforts is
first a performance for the “self” and then for others to participate
in. Participation in this manner may be viewed as a performance, an
interaction, an exchange or a dialog with the image. It is a dialog of
reflection, exposure and analysis.
The exhibition provides an overview of Benedetta Montini’s creative
work that includes a college series, videos and what she refers to
as “photoperformances”. The collage images are intentional and
reflective. They are the result of cutting, ripping, positioning and
reconstructing, within a codification that is defined through the
experience of her work. In the process of tearing down she re-builds
the images, constructing the boundaries of their (possible) meanings.
Through our own interpretive process we build a relationship to her
work. This process is a performance, first for Montini and secondly
for us. Montini makes her intentions clear to us: “What I am looking
for is above all an empathic relationship between my work and the
people who look at it.”
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Traveling group exhibition
Ukraine

VASA Exhibitions

Five Contemporary Ukrainian Photographers
Curators: Igor Manko, Roberto Muffoletto

Five Contemporary Ukrainian Photographers is VASA’s first

traveling exhibition. In 2019 the exhibition met viewers from North
Carolina, two galleries in the state of New York, and a university
gallery in Michigan. The video included here provided an overview
of the exhibition, artist and curators. The video was on display at
each of the exhibition sites.
Exhibition sites (USA):
“Eyes on Main Street”, Wilson, North Carolina
Richmond Center for Visual Arts, Western Michigan University,
Michigan.
CEPA Gallery, Buffalo, New York
Twig & Hollow Photography Gallery, Hammondsport, New York

Image © Alexander Chekmenev
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Video / Film Series

VA S A V ID E O / F ILM SERIES

The VASA VIDEO / FILM SERIES is designed to highlight
an artist or to explore a theme over a period of time.
The series are archived and may be accessed through
the VASA platform
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Streaming video exhibition
Italy, USA, Slovenia, Austria

Video / Film Series

Six Women

Curator: Carla Della Beffa

Alessandra Arnò is a media language theorist and practitioner. She
tends towards technology and the no-copyright movement, editing and
layering and writing free-use files found on internet libraries, instead of
filming and declaring her authorship. Among the group, she is the most
programming-oriented and the one more open to chance and randomness. Most of us prefer to be in control: in that, she’s much more of
a revolutionary and an extremist. Alessandra also promotes video-art
through visualcontainer.tv and other similar activities.

Still from Flows – Interference Pattern I © Alessandra Arnò

Still from Dreamless © Rita Casdia
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Rita Casdia models (and sometimes draws) sexy little people and animates them, building small, complex film sets for them, which she lights
as actual TV productions. I like the humor in her videos, which are often
rather sexually explicit and can be a bit cruel, but then life often is, especially to women. Her stories are symbolic, psychological, archetypal:
every woman can identify, once she accepts that to have a body and
passions and to be a “bad girl” could be good, nothing to be ashamed of.

VASA 2019

Streaming video exhibition
Italy, USA, Slovenia, Austria

Video / Film Series

Six Women

Curator: Carla Della Beffa

Grace Graupe-Pillard’s art is always very political and bold. Her videos rant about Trump, respond to events, defy given ideas about a woman’s body and getting older. She is the protagonist of her videos and
photographic series about all kinds of politics, be they general, local,
international, about the body or about art and museums. Grace talks and
moves and takes responsibility for her life, well inside the present times,
with the humor and irony and force of a brilliant activist. She’s also a
great painter.

Still from Rant on Trump © Grace Graupe Pillard

Still from NorthStar © Willow Gray
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Willow Gray makes poetic, dreamy gifs editing and layering out-offocus images, taking stills from movies and amateur old super-8 films.
Her videos are very short, as gifs tend to be, often quite nostalgic and
usually silent: the sound in her moving images is given by the words
she chooses and quotes from her favorite poets and writers. The looped
images are hovering between still and movement. I feel the effort of her
women stepping towards freedom and a new self-confidence while remembering the past, and accepting it beyond regret as a way of building
the force to go on, to start over.
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Streaming video exhibition
Italy, USA, Slovenia, Austria

Video / Film Series

Six Women

Curator: Carla Della Beffa

Reverie is the younger of the six. She’s a performer and she has an
excellent knowledge of Italian art, with which she likes to interact, in
galleries and museums. I discovered her video journals and knowing
that the autobiography dimension is a very important side of women’s
literature and art, decided that it deserved a place in my review. Month
after month, Reverie becomes freer in her images and her memories.
Her stories can be quite intimate, but she also likes taking risks. What
will she do after flying with Marinetti and Futurism?

Still from Free Thoughts, Video Diary 07 © Reverie

Still from Room Thoughts © Evelin Stermitz
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Evelin Stermitz is a photographer, as anybody can see in the rigorous
way she frames her images. She appears and disappears in her perfect
stills, then she breaks that perfection and you have to think again. What
appeared like beauty and balance is disrupted and suddenly looks worryingly mysterious, even dangerous. She can use her voice and make
music and her works have been seen in many festivals around the world.
A feminist, Stermitz founded ArtFem.TV years ago, showing videos by
women, about women.

Artist and Author Index
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ARTIST AND AUTHOR
INDEX
Artists’ and authors’ names are
linked to the exhibitions
and video/film series
on the VASA site.
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